
 

Container shipping, in particular, is under the spotlight at the moment, given that 

since Covid started wreaking havoc across the world in 2020, vessels have been 

constantly delayed and carriers have for the most part been unable to adhere to 

their published sailing schedules. 

The average reliability of container shipping lines has historically hovered around the 

66% mark, implying that only 2 in 3 vessels arrive as per schedule; a number that 

would be considered unacceptable in most other industries. 

NOTICE TO ALL SCHOOLS 

 

Despite my attempts to avoid any delays by ordering all of my stock prior to 

December 2021 there are a few of the above issues affecting a few of our schools 

stocks of uniform for this year. 

I would like to make parents aware of the situation prior to making contact with us to 

be assured that as soon as stocks arrive it will be embroidered and made available on 

line as soon as possible. 

Here are the schools affected and the dates to which I have been given information. 

Darland Blazers arriving at Ram 01/08/2022. 

KTPL 041 SEA St. Josephs Wrexham.   St Martins Gobowen. 

V neck Adult sweatshirt sizes arriving at Ram on 21/07/2022 will be made available 

by the 28th July 2022. 

KTPL 044 SEA - This is docking Uk port approx 19-07-2022.  St Josephs, St Martins 

remaining V neck sweatshirts sizes 36” and below.   Gwenfro, St Anne, Rhosddu Cardigans. 

                                               Available by the 30th July and ready by the 6th August. 

KTPL 045 SEA - This is docking Uk port approx  09-08-2022 

KTPL 033 SEA - This is docking Uk port approx  09-08-2022 

The above containers will have the Balance of Acton, St Marys Wrexham and St Marys 

Ruabon cardigans.  Oakmeadow Purple cardigans.  Delivered to Ram a week later and 

made available by the 23rd August 2022. 

 

 

 

https://www.marineinsight.com/videos/watch-how-container-shipping-works-the-process-of-transporting-cargo-in-containers/


 

 

 


